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IN-79 Series
CORDURA® Fabric Printed Hangtags

**Durable. Versatile. Reliable.**

**IN-79 Series**

**CORDURA® Fabric Printed Hangtags**

**Front**

4.5" x 2.0625"

**IN-79-NA**
For North America
English, French, Spanish

**IN-79-AP**
For Asia
English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese

**IN-79-E**
For Europe
English, French Spanish
Italian, German, Russian

**CORDURA® fabric makes this product more durable.**

- Stylish durability and lightweight strength
- Resistant to tear, wear, and abrasion
- Designed for long, built to last
- Comfortable, strong, soft to touch
- Durable to wash, machines and durable

**Red line cutting guide – not printed on tag**
IN-81 Series
CORDURA® Fabric Woven Sew In Label

IN-81
Global

29mm x 24mm(face) / 48mm(overall)

Note: dashed line - - - - - -
Shows fold of label – does not appear on finished label

IN-81-70mm
Global
Tall Size – Special Order

IN-81-34mm
Global
Limited Stocking Locations

IN-81 -DUO
Global – Special Order

11mm sew space

Ground Effect
as Pattern# WW048140

29mm x 35mm(face) / 70mm(overall)

34mm x 35mm(face) / 70mm(overall)
IN-81 Series
CORDURA® Fabric Woven Sew In Label

Note: red line shows fold of label – it does not appear on finished label

IN-81-25mm
Global
For Footwear and Accessories
Limited Stocking Locations

IN-81-FTW
Global
For Footwear and Accessories
Limited Stocking Locations

IN-81-M
GLOBAL – Military ONLY
CPROJ-00240 Series
CORDURA® DENIM Printed Hangtags

Front
4.5 " x 2.0625"

TRY TO WEAR THEM OUT. WE DARE YOU.

- Made of specifically engineered fabric. All fibers are treated for enhanced durability and longevity.
- 100% cotton, 6% lycra for stretch and comfort.
- Engineered and manufactured in the USA for superior performance.
- Colorfastness to sunlight, mildew, and washing for extended wear.
- Will not fade or lose color due to poly-cotton blend, ensuring years of satisfaction.
- Assured comfort and quality, making it the perfect choice for your clothing.

© 2013 YKK. YKK® is a registered trademark of YKK of America, Inc. www.YKK.com

Back
4.5 " x 2.0625"

CPROJ-00240
Global
English, French, Spanish
IN-80 Series
CORDURA® BALLISTIC Fabric Printed Hangtags

IN-80 Series
CORDURA® BALLISTIC Fabric Printed Hangtags

IN-80-NA
For North America
English, Spanish, French
LIMITED STOCKING LOCATIONS

IN-80-AP
For Asia
English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese
LIMITED STOCKING LOCATIONS

IN-80-JP
JAPAN ONLY
English, Japanese
LIMITED STOCKING LOCATIONS

Red line cutting guide – not printed on tag
IN-82 Series
CORDURA® BALLISTIC Fabric Woven Sew In Label

Dimensions:
Overall: 39MMX66MM
Finished: 39MMX33MM

Note: dashed line —— does not appear on finished label

IN-82
GLOBAL – Limited Stocking Locations

11mm sew space

39mm x 33mm(face) / 66mm(overall)

IN-82-JP
JAPAN ONLY
Limited Stocking Locations
CPROJ-00267 Series
CORDURA® CANVAS Fabrics Printed Hangtags

Red line cutting guide – not printed on tag

CPROJ-00267-NA
North America
English, French Spanish

CPROJ-00267-AP
For Asia
English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese
LIMITED STOCKING LOCATIONS
Cordura® NYCO Fabrics Printed Hangtags

CPROJ-00267 Series

Red line cutting guide – not printed on tag

CPROJ-00267-EU
For Europe
English, French, Spanish, German
Cordura® AFT Fabrics Printed Hangtags

Folded Dimension: 2.325w x 3.11h inches or 59.5w x 79h mm
Open Unfolded Dimension: 4.65w x 3.11h inches or 119w x 79h mm
IN-50 Series
CORDURA® BASELAYER Fabrics Printed Hangtags

It's a high-performance knit fabric specifically engineered from a blend of nylon and cotton. Versatile in all climate conditions. Stronger than 100% cotton. And unlike polyester, it won't melt or drip when exposed to high heat in combat. For today's modern soldier, it's a layer of protection you can't afford to be without.

NO MELT/NO DRIP
- Won't melt or drip like polyester
- Reduces burn injury severity
- Helps protect against flash fires

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
- Absorbs moisture quicker than 100% cotton
- Transports sweat away from skin
- Dries 2.5x faster than 100% cotton

DURABILITY
- Greater strength-to-weight ratio than cotton
- Exceptional abrasion resistance
- Fewer failures due to holes and tears

EXTREME COMFORT
- Feels soft against the skin
- Equivalent air permeability to cotton
- Perfect for everyday wear on base or in combat

IN-50
GLOBAL

English only
IN-84 Series
CORDURA® Eco Fabrics Printed Hangtags

IN-84-AP (rev)
For Asia
English, Chinese, Korean